Improved electrochemical recovery of metallic powder from acidic chloride-citrate electrolyte
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Abstract

Metal recovery from acidic chloride systems is significant for large-scale environmental remediation and sustainable metals recycling. However, there is a scarcity of electrodeposition processes suitable for acidic chloride media. Herein, an energy-efficient electrochemical recovery process for copper (Cu), selenium (Se), and tellurium (Te) recovery was first presented. The combination of a turbulent reactor with stainless steel electrode and an acidic chloride-citrate electrolyte led to a notable improvement in dilute metal electrodeposition recovery from the HCl system. The addition of citrate generated a synergistic improvement in metal electrodeposition from dilute solutions, effectively inhibiting unfavorable electrochemical reduction pathways. The enhanced mass transfer facilitated by the reactor further enhanced the quality, recovery, and current efficiency of the deposited metals. As a result, >98% Cu, Se, and Te were successfully extracted as a fine powder with a high current efficiency of 90%. This strategy presents an alternative, low-cost, and efficient platform for metal recovery and wastewater remediation.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the metallurgical industry has been generating approximately 12 million tonnes of copper anode slimes annually [1–3]. Improper disposal of these slimes not only leads to a loss of valuable resources but also poses a significant threat to environmental pollution. It has been demonstrated that significant amounts (5 kg/ton) of valuable elements, including copper (Cu), selenium (Se), and tellurium (Te), are present in these anode slimes [4–7]. Se and Te are critical strategic metals with limited natural availability, widely used in industries such as semiconductors, electronics, and renewable energy technologies like solar panels, LEDs, and phase-change memory chips [8,9]. Notably, around 90% of Se and Te are sourced from copper anode slimes formed during electrolytic refining. Consequently, the exploration of resource recovery processes from these waste streams is of great importance to effectively utilize the metal resources and protect the global environment [10–12].

Conventional cost-effective methods for Se and Te recovery, such as chemical precipitation and solvent extraction, encompass techniques like sulfation roasting-acid leaching, oxidation roasting-alkali leaching, soda roasting-acid leaching, oxygen pressure leaching, chlorination leaching, and others [13,14]. However, these methods often encounter challenges like sludge generation and the production of low-grade products [15–17].

Alternatively, electrodeposition is a highly selective and efficient technique to extract metal ions in the most valuable metallic state [18–23]. Considerable electrodeposition
processes have been successfully developed in acidic sulfate media, while few are available in acidic chloride media [24–27]. This is mainly due to the aggressive nature of the HCl system, in which the cathode dissolution and CuCl precipitation are severe [28,29]. Besides, the overall current efficiency is very low (<60%), and metal deposit quality is poor in this system. Recently, it has been demonstrated that citrate medium is a promising chelating agent to form various complexes with copper ions, significantly facilitating the metal electrodeposition performance [30–35]. Many copper and copper alloys have been readily electrodeposited from the additive-free citrate bath.

Besides, it is widely recognized that the mass transfer conditions significantly influence the electrodeposition process. Factors such as the use of electrode movements, high surface area cathodes, or fast solution flow rates play crucial roles in ensuring efficient electrodeposition [36–39]. Jin et al. [40] implemented a two-stage emew® cell process to enhance the extraction of bismuth and copper from a waste stream generated during copper electrorefining, resulting in remarkable recovery rates of 93.4% for bismuth and 97.8% for copper, and the overall current efficiency of the process was recorded at 62%. Barragan et al. [41] utilized a rotating cylinder electrode electrochemical reactor to enhance the purity of recovered copper and antimony metals from electronic waste, resulting in a 96 wt.% pure copper deposit and an 81 wt.% pure antimony precipitate.

Therefore, this study aims to evaluate the effect of citrate on the dilute metal (Cu, Se, and Te) electrodeposition from the HCl system. Besides, the deposits’ quality, recovery, and current efficiency are also expected to be improved via the mass transfer-enhanced reactor. The significance of this research lies in its efficient metal recovery from acidic chloride systems, promoting sustainable metal recycling and wastewater remediation. The production of microscale fine particles has potential benefits in powder metallurgy and catalysis. Moreover, the insights gained from this study can be applied to other valuable metals, opening new avenues for metal recovery research and materials fabrication.

2. Experimental set-up

Analytical grade chemical reagents were received from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), including sodium citrate dehydrate (≥99.0 wt.%), copper chloride (≥99.99 wt.%), sodium selenite (≥99.99 wt.%), sodium tellurite (≥99.99 wt.%) and hydrochloric acid (≥99.0 wt.%). The solutions were prepared by dissolving the corresponding reagents into ultrapure water (18 MΩ/cm).

To investigate the fundamental electrochemistry of Cu, Se, and Te electrodeposition, cyclic voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) experiments were conducted in nitrogen-purged solutions at 25°C. A CHI760E workstation (CH Instruments, Shanghai) was utilized for these electrochemical studies, following the procedure established by Jin et al. [18,37]. Electrochemical impedance spectra were measured from 200 kHz to 2 mHz with an AC voltage amplitude of 10 mV. It should be noted that the open circuit potentials of 0, 10, and 20 g/L citrate are 0.07, 0.07, and 0.13 V, respectively. A three electrodes cell (100 mL) was employed with a 1.0 cm² 316 L stainless steel working electrode, an IrO₂-Ta₂O₅ coated Ti counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (0.22 V vs. SHE) reference electrode. Chronopotentiometry (CP) was employed to investigate the electrodeposition behavior with the same electrochemical cell and electrodes as described in the CV procedure. To enhance the mass transfer condition, a cylinder turbulent reactor (emew® cell) with an IrO₂-Ta₂O₅ coated Ti anode in the center and an annular 316 L stainless steel foil cathode was employed to investigate the metal electrodeposition performance. The cell possesses a 350 cm² cathode and 200 cm² anode, while the current density was set at 300 A/m². 2 L solution was tested with a flow rate of 3–6 L/min.

The Cu₅Se content in the experiment was estimated from the peak area of the X-ray diffraction (XRD) results, while the elemental contents (Cu, Se, and Te) are calculated based on XRD and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The Cu(II)-citrate complexation was determined with a Labtech 9100B UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The Cu²⁺ concentration was measured with the ion chromatograph DX-500 ( Dionex, USA). The surface morphology and element composition of deposits were characterized using field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JSM-7610F). The crystalline structure was examined using X-ray diffraction (XRD, Smartlab, Japan, Cu Kα radiation). The concentration of copper ions was measured with an inductivity-coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES, Optima 5300DV, PerkinElmer, USA). The powder size and distribution were collected from a Microtrac S3500 particle size analyzer after 60 min sonication.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Copper electrodeposition

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) investigations were performed to study the electrochemical reduction of the Cu(II) in hydrochloric acid (blank) and citrate acid media. The results are shown in Fig. 1.

As depicted in Fig. 1a, the HCl (blank) solution exhibited a conspicuous oxidation peak at ~0.02 V and a very small reduction peak at ~0.30 V, corresponding to the Fe³⁺/Fe²⁺ reactions taking place at the stainless-steel electrodes [42]. In contrast, when 3 g/L (0.047 mol/L) Cu(II) was present, a distinct reduction peak was observed at ~0.27 V with a peak current density of 31 mA/cm². Notably, no noticeable reduction peak was observed in the same potential region of the corresponding blank solution, which unequivocally suggests that this peak is attributed to Cu(II) reduction. Upon the successive addition of citrate, a notable positive shift in the Cu(II) reduction peak potential to ~0.24 V was observed, accompanied by a significant increase in peak current density to 48 mA/cm² (as depicted in Fig. 1c). These observations indicate the facilitative effect of citrate on the reduction process, arising from both thermodynamic and kinetic considerations. Remarkably, during repeated tests, the reduction potentials and currents of copper ions are reproducible (as shown in Fig. 1b and d).

To evaluate the solution chemistry of this system, Fig. 2a shows the UV-Vis spectra for 3 g/L Cu(II) solution at different concentrations of citrate. It can be seen that the characteristic peak at 832 nm monotonically increases with the
addition of citrate, suggesting a stronger complex association. Furthermore, a similar phenomenon was observed in the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as shown in Fig. 2b. The Nyquist plots exhibited a semi-ellipse at a high-frequency region and an inclined line at a low-frequency region. It should be noted that $Z'$ axis at high frequency is related to the resistance of the electrolytes ($R_s$), while the semicircle in the middle-frequency range stems from the charge transfer resistance ($R_{ct}$) at the electrode/electrolyte interface. It can be seen that there is no significant slope change of the linear part in the low-frequency region, suggesting good ionic diffusion. With the increasing citrate addition, the impedance semicircles of Nyquist plots increase and the resistance value increases from ~0.86 to 1.28 $\Omega$, indicating that further complexation is achieved in the system. It has been identified that the copper reduction kinetics is closely related to the complexation chemistry, and the rate constant is frustrated with the increasing copper-citrate chelation in the citrate bath [43]. Interestingly, it is not inconsistent with the conclusion of Fig. 1a, which requires further illustration in the following sections.

To enhance the mass transfer and improve the electrochemical metal recovery from the acidic chloride-citrate systems, a cylinder turbulent electrochemical cell with a larger cathode surface area was employed for the dilute metal electrodeposition [40]. As shown in Table 1, 76% copper is recovered from the acidic chloride solution with a current efficiency of 61%. And the powder consists of Cu, Cu$_2$O, and CuCl as shown in Fig. 3. The specific composition of electrodeposit can be calculated to be 25% Cu$_2$O, 70% Cu, and 5% CuCl, indicating the involvement of incomplete electrochemical copper reduction and chloride-mediated pathways [44]. It has been demonstrated that there is chloride-mediated electrodeposition of copper ions [Eqs. (1) and (2)], as well as side reactions of chlorine evolution at the anode [Eq. (3)], which may contribute to the unsatisfactory copper recovery ratio. However, the performance is substantially improved by the successive addition of citrate.

$$\text{Cu}^{2+} + \text{Cl}^- + \text{e}^- = \text{CuCl}_{\text{ads}} \quad (1)$$
$$\text{CuCl}_{\text{ads}} = \text{Cu} + \text{Cl}^- \quad (2)$$
$$2\text{Cl}^- = \text{Cl}_2 + 2\text{e}^- \quad (3)$$

In contrast, 99% copper is successfully extracted with a higher current efficiency of 84% in the presence of 20 g/L.
(0.077 mol/L) citrate, offering promising performance for potential industrial applications. Furthermore, the impurity of CuCl is entirely avoided, and only 6% Cu\textsubscript{2}O is obtained in the product (Fig. 3 and Table 1). And the final Cl\textsuperscript{-} concentration is nearly 35 g/L, indicating the anodic chlorine evolution is also substantially inhibited. This indicated the low-efficiency chloride-mediated pathways were efficiently eliminated, and the incomplete reduction pathway was greatly inhibited due to the increasing citrate complexation. It should be noted that the current efficiency was estimated with Eq. (4) by considering the corresponding electron transfer numbers of different products [18], while the copper, selenium, and tellurium were calculated with Eq. (5) by considering the extracted copper, selenium, and tellurium from the HCl solutions:

\[
CE = \frac{96485 \sum nm}{i \times t} \quad (4)
\]

\[
\eta = \frac{a \times 10^b}{c} \quad (5)
\]

![Fig. 2. (a) UV-Vis spectra and (b) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of acidic copper chloride solution at different concentrations of citrate.](image)

![Fig. 3. Comparison of (a) X-ray diffraction and (b) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spectra of electrodeposited copper powder in the absence and presence of 20 g/L citrate.](image)

### Table 1
Comparison of electrodeposition processes with different citrate concentrations in the cylinder tubular reactor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citrate concentration (g/L)</th>
<th>Mass transport (L/min)</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Current efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Cu recovery (%)</th>
<th>Final Cl\textsuperscript{-} (g/L)</th>
<th>Product composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>25% Cu\textsubscript{2}O, 70% Cu, 5% CuCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>15% Cu\textsubscript{2}O, 83% Cu, 2% CuCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>6% Cu\textsubscript{2}O, 92% Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>3% Cu\textsubscript{2}O, 97% Cu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in which the CE is the current efficiency, 96,485 C/mol is the Faraday constant, \( n \) is electron transfer numbers, \( m \) and \( M \) are the corresponding weight and molar mass of deposits, respectively; \( \eta \) is recovery ratio, \( a \) is the weight of as-prepared deposits, \( \omega \) is the mass fraction of metal in the powder product, and \( b \) is the total weight of metal.

Furthermore, the increase in mass flow rate from 3 to 6 L/min, as shown in Table 1, resulted in improved recovery performance, even with a reduced amount of citrate. This enhancement further led to an increase in the purity of copper to 97%. The findings suggest that improving mass transport is also crucial for efficient metal electrodeposition from diluted solutions. The uniform fluid velocity and effective diffusion coefficient of the turbulent reactor play a pivotal role in inhibiting the formation of undesirable deposited products and side chlorine evolution reactions [37]. The optimized mass transfer condition in the turbulent reactor significantly contributes to the overall improvement in the recovery performance and purity of the electrodeposited metals.

3.2. Simultaneous electrodeposition behavior

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and chronopotentiometry (CP) investigations were performed in different citrate concentrations at 350 A/m² to study the simultaneous electrodeposition of Cu(II), Se(IV), and Te(IV) in hydrochloric acid (blank) and citrate acid media. And the results are shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4a, there is a reduction peak at –0.035 V in the solution without citrate, which is due to the combination of Cu(II), Se(IV), and Te(IV) reduction peaks. However, with the continuous addition of citrate, the peak current density significantly increases to 37 mA/cm², and the reduction peak potential shifts negatively to –0.12 V. This shift indicates that citrate enhances the electrodeposition kinetics, leading to improved reduction of the metal ions.

Additionally, Fig. 4b demonstrates a noticeable potential negative shift, from –0.64 to –0.78 V, upon the addition of citrate at a current density of 350 A/m². This observation further confirms that the presence of citrate provides an increased driving force for electrochemical metal recovery. The shift towards more negative potentials indicates enhanced reduction kinetics and improved efficiency in simultaneously recovering Cu, Se, and Te ions from the acidic chloride-citrate electrolyte. Overall, these results highlight the beneficial impact of citrate in promoting the electrodeposition process and facilitating the recovery of multiple metals simultaneously.

Furthermore, electrolytic metal recovery using the cyclone electrowinning cell was examined for 50 min, and deposition products were removed and collected. Fig. 5a shows the results of the EDS analyses, indicating that the products consist of Cu, Se, and Te. Additionally, Fig. 5b, which represents XRD data, confirms the presence of Cu, Se, Te, and Cu₂Se in the obtained products. As compared to the 0 g/L citrate solution (Sample 1), the content of Cu₂Se is significantly reduced when citrate was added (Sample 2). And further improvement of copper electrodeposition is achieved as illustrated in Fig. 5a.

As shown in Table 2, when using a solution flow rate of 3 L/min, a highly efficient recovery of 99% copper, 98% selenium, and 99% tellurium was achieved from the acid solution with a concentration of 20 g/L citrate. Notably, the current efficiency in this case was determined to be 89%, which is significantly higher than the corresponding 64% achieved in the absence of citrate (0 g/L citrate solution). It can be seen that the cathodic side-reaction of hydrogen evolution is greatly frustrated. By optimizing the mass transfer conditions and increasing the solution flow rate to 6 L/min, we were able to achieve similar recovery performance for metals (Cu, Se, and Te) with a significantly lower concentration of citrate at 5 g/L. This improvement in mass transfer enhanced the electrodeposition process, allowing for more efficient metal recovery even at lower citrate concentrations. At the same time, there is a synergistic effect for the reinforced electrochemical copper deposition behavior in this chloride-citrate system.

To evaluate the metal deposit quality, the morphology and particle size of the recovered metals from the acidic chloride-citrate system using the mass transfer-enhanced reactor were evaluated, and the results are presented in Fig. 6.

---

Fig. 4. (a) Linear sweep voltammetry (scan rate: 100 mV/s) and (b) chronopotentiometry curves of 1 g/L Cu²⁺, 0.5 g/L Te⁴⁺, and 0.5 g/L Se⁴⁺ in different citrate concentrations at 350 A/m².
Table 2
Comparison of electrodeposition processes with different citrate concentrations in the cylinder tubular reactor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citrate concentration (g/L)</th>
<th>Mass transport (L/min)</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Current efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Cu recovery (%)</th>
<th>Se recovery (%)</th>
<th>Te recovery (%)</th>
<th>Products composition (wt.%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>%20Cu, %24Se, %36Te, %20Cu2Se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>%24Cu, %26Se, %35Te, %15Cu2Se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>%32Cu, %32Se, %31Te, %5Cu2Se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>%27Cu, %28Se, %31Te, %14Cu2Se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>%34Cu, %33Se, %29Te, %4Cu2Se</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. (a) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction (b) spectra of electrodeposition film from 0 and 20 g/L citrate containing 1 g/L Cu⁺², 0.5 g/L Se⁴⁺, 0.5 g/L Te⁴⁺, and 0.5 M HCl.

Fig. 6 (Continued)
The analysis revealed that the deposits exhibited a microscale fine particle morphology, and the particle-size distribution showed a decreasing trend with the addition of citrate. Indeed, the cylinder turbulent cell demonstrated a significant advantage over the conventional cell in terms of producing electrodeposited microscale fine particles. This improved performance can be attributed to the enhanced transport facilitated by cyclone electrowinning in the turbulent reactor. The efficient mass transfer and uniform fluid velocity within the turbulent cell contributed to the formation of fine particles, resulting in a more desirable and efficient electrodeposition process for copper, selenium, and tellurium.

The schematic diagrams depicted in Fig. 7 provide an insight into the enhanced electrodeposition of fine copper, selenium, and tellurium particles from the acidic chloride-citrate electrolyte. These microscale particles hold great promise in applications such as powder metallurgy and chemical catalysis, indicating the potential for efficient and sustainable materials fabrication and wastewater treatment. The success of this electrochemical recovery process represents a significant step forward in metal extraction from acidic chloride systems, contributing to large-scale environmental remediation and advancing sustainable metals recycling practices.
4. Conclusions

In summary, an efficient and selective electrochemical extraction process for dilute Cu, Se, and Te ions from an aggressive hydrochloric acid system was successfully developed by combining a tubular reactor with an acidic chloride-citrate electrolyte. Firstly, the impact of citrate on the dilute metal electrodeposition from the HCl system was examined through cyclic voltammetry and linear sweep voltammetry investigations. Remarkably, the addition of citrate demonstrated a synergistic enhancement in metal electrodeposition from dilute solutions, effectively suppressing unfavorable electrochemical reduction pathways.

Additionally, the performance of metals (Cu, Se, and Te) electrodeposition was investigated using a cylindrical turbulent reactor (emew® cell) with an IrO2-Ta2O5 coated Ti anode in the center and an annular 316 L stainless steel foil cathode, to optimize the mass transfer conditions. Notably, the utilization of the mass transfer-enhanced reactor in an acidic chloride-citrate electrolyte led to significant improvements in the quality, recovery, and current efficiency of the deposits. As a result, >98% copper, selenium, and tellurium were successfully extracted as fine (microscale) powder with a high current efficiency of 90%, offering a promising process for wastewater treatment and materials fabrication.

In conclusion, this study showcased an energy-efficient electrochemical recovery process for metal extraction from acidic chloride systems. The combination of a turbulent reactor and an acidic chloride-citrate electrolyte represented a significant advancement in the field of metal recovery. Moreover, the addition of citrate facilitated electrodeposition kinetics, providing a higher driving force for metal recovery and improving current efficiency. This strategy offers great potential for various industrial applications and contributes to sustainable metals recycling and environmental remediation efforts.
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Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Current efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Electron transfer numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Corresponding weight of deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Corresponding molar mass of deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>Recovery ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Weight of as-prepared deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω</td>
<td>Mass fraction of metal in the powder product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Total weight of the metal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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